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INTRODUCTION
Reductive, semisimple, solvable, nilpotent, and diagonalizable algebraic
monoids are among the natural and important objects of study in the
theory of algebraic monoids, as founded by Putcha and Renner in the
 w x.1980s see 9]15, 19 . Furthermore, among these the reductive, semisim-
ple, solvable, and diagonalizable monoids have been well studied. How-
ever, the nilpotent algebraic monoids have rarely been studied thus far.
The purpose of this paper is to help fill this gap.
Let M be an irreducible linear algebraic monoid defined over an
 .  . algebraically closed field K. If E M is finite, ker M is a connected
. w xalgebraic group. Putcha 10, Corollary 9 tells us that the finiteness of
 .  .E M together with the solvability of ker M guarantees the solvability of
M. Suppose M is an irreducible monoid. If M is nilpotent, then
< <E M - ` and ker M is nilpotent. 1 .  .  .
w xIntriguingly, the example 11, Example 1.15
a b
<M s a, b g K 2 .2 5 /0 a
 .shows that the converse is not true. This says that the conditions in 1
cannot control the nilpotence of M in general. However, if M is regular, it
 .turns out that, by Theorem 3.1 in this paper, 1 forces M to be nilpotent.
It is interesting that we obtain a purely semigroup-theoretical character-
ization for an irreducible regular monoid being nilpotent via certain
algebraic monoid theoretical arguments.
A key point in the proof of our main theorem is Lemma 1.3. The lemma
turns out to be very useful. It is a key point of both the proof of Theorem
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w x w x3.1 of this paper and the proof of the main theorem of 3 . Reference 3
w xgives a characterization of reductive algebraic monoids. The author in 7
has extended the lemma to a useful necessary and sufficient condition for
an irreducible algebraic monoid with group kernel to be regular.
The structure of a nonregular nilpotent monoid can be quite compli-
 .cated see, e.g., our Remark 4.3 and Example 4.4 .
In subsequent papers, the structures of nilpotent algebraic monoids are
w xfurther studied. Reference 4 gives a faithful representation for a nilpo-
tent algebraic monoid, which is an analog of Zassenhaus’ representation
w xfor a nilpotent linear Lie algebra. Reference 5 proves that the multiplica-
 .tion algebraic monoid of a linear associative K-algebra with unity is
nilpotent if and only if its idempotent set is finite, and in turn, if and only
if all its irreducible closed submonoids of codimension 1 are nilpotent.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let S be a monoid, a semigroup with 1. We use G S to denote the unit
 .group of S. The set of idempotents of S is written E S , and its cardinality
<  . <  .is denoted by E S . ker S stands for the kernel of S, the minimum
 .two-sided ideal of S. The following notations are also employed: C S s
 < 4a g S ab s ba for all b g S . Let X, Y be two subsets of S. Then
 .  < 4  .  < 4C X s y g Y yx s xy for all x g X , N X s y g Y yX s Xy ; inY Y
 .particular, we call N X the normalizer of X in S. A semigroup is calledS
completely regular if it is the union of its subgroups. By definition, that M
 .is a linear algebraic monoid means that M is both an affine variety over
an algebraically closed field K and a monoid for which the multiplication
operation is an affine variety morphism.
Let M be an algebraic monoid defined over an algebraically closed field
 . cK with G M s G. We write M for the irreducible component of 1 g M.
 c . cThen G M s G , the irreducible component in G of 1. If X is a subset
 .of M, then X denotes the Zariski closure of X in M. If e, f g E M ,
e G f m ef s fe s f. Let J, H denote the usual Green’s relation on M see
w x.2 . If e g M, then J , H denote the J-, H-classes of e in M, respectively;e e
 < 4c  < 4cM s a g M ae s ea s e , and G s g g G ge s eg s e s G l M se e e
 . w x  .G M by 14, Theorem 6.11 . As usual, M K denotes the algebraice n
 .monoid consisting of all n = n matrices over K, with Gl K its unitn
 .   .. w xgroup. K* s Gl K s G M K . By 14, Theorem 3.15 , an algebraic1 1
 .monoid is isomorphic to a closed submonoid of M K for some n. Let Mn
 .be a closed submonoid of M K for some n. Then M and M are then s u
sets of semisimple elements and of unipotents of M, respectively.
An algebraic monoid M is irreducible or normal if it is so as an affine
variety. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid. Then M is regular if
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  .  ..  .a g aMa for all a g M equivalently, M s E M G M . rank G s dim T ,
where T is a maximal torus of G.
An algebraic monoid is called nilpotent respectively, sol¨ able, unipotent,
.reducti¨ e, and a d-monoid if it is irreducible and its unit group is nilpotent
 .respectively, solvable, unipotent, reductive, and a torus . A closed irre-
ducible submonoid of an algebraic monoid is nilpotent if it is so in its own
right.
w x  .If M is a nilpotent algebraic monoid, then by 11, Theorem 1.12 , E M
is finite, but not conversely. So in studying the converse problem, unveiling
 .some properties of an irreducible algebraic monoid with E M finite is
helpful.
LEMMA 1.1. An irreducible algebraic monoid M with unit group G / M
 .and with E M finite has the following properties:
 .  .  .i M has a minimum idempotent e / 1 and ker M s eM s
 .  .  .  .eG s H is a connected algebraic group. E M s E M s E T s E Te e e
for any maximal torus T of G.
 .  .ii For any f g E M , M is a sol¨ able monoid with zero f , of whichf
 .T s T is a maximal closed d-submonoid. J s H s fG is a connectedf f f f
algebraic group with
dim fG s dim G y dim G s dim M y dim M . 3 . .f f
 .iii M is regular m M is completely regular.
 .Proof. i Suppose e, h are minimal idempotent of M. Then e J h and,
w x y1 <  . <by 14, Corollary 6.8 , h s xex for some x g G. Since E M - `,
 .  . w xE M : C M by Putcha 9, Theorem 2.8 . So h s e, i.e., e is the mini-
w x  .mum idempotent of M. e / 1 since G / M. By 14, Theorem 6.7 and i ,
 .   . < 4  . w x  .  .E M s f g E M f G e s E M . By 11, Theorem 3.1 , E M s E T .e
w x  .  . .  .Then by 14, Theorem 6.7 , E T s E T . ker M s MeM s MaM fore
 .  .  .any a g ker M , so ker M s J ; the rest follows from ii .e
 .  .   ..  .  . wii ; f g E M : C M , J s H s G fMf s G fM by 10,f f
x  . w xLemma 1.10 . Now G s C f , so by 14, Theorem 6.16 H s fG. Consid-G f
ering the surjective algebraic group homomorphism
m : G ¸ fG s H , given by g ¬ fg , 4 .f f
 .c w x  .we have that G s ker m , and then by 8, Proposition 7.4B we get 3 .f f
<  . <M is a closed irreducible submonoid of M with zero f and with E Mf f
<  . < w x  .cF E M - `, M is solvable by 11, Corollary 11 . G s ker m eG,f f f
c w x.  .so see 8, Exercise 21.5 T s T l G is a maximal torus of G . T sf f f f
 .  .  .T : T . So T is closed irreducible submonoid of T . Consideringf f f f f
 .the restriction to T of m in 4 , we have that dim T s dim T y dim fT.f f
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w x w xBut, by 9, Proposition 2.2 and 13, Lemma 1.2 , fTs fTs fT. So dim T sf
 .  .  .  .dim T y dim fT s dim T by 3 . Hence T s T for any f g E M .f f f
 . <  . < w xiii Due to E M - ` and 13, Theorem 3.10 .
LEMMA 1.2. Let M be an irreducible regular algebraic monoid with
 .  .G s G M / M and with E M finite. Let e be the minimum idempotent of
 .  .M, and l the length of a maximal chain in E M . Then for any f g E M , Mf
is a d-monoid with zero f , of which dim M s the length of a maximal chainf
 .in E M and all M are closed submonoids of the d-monoid M so thatf f e
dim M s l. In addition, the torus G eG and G s T : T for any maximale f f f
torus T of G so that
dim T s dim G q dim fT . 5 .f
 .Proof. M is completely regular by Lemma 1.1 and so is M ; f g E Mf
w xby 10, Lemma 3.1 . Since M has zero f , M is a closed d-submonoid off f
w x w xM by 10, Corollary 3.15 . The rest then follows from 10, Theorem 3.17 .
 .By the foregoing, for any f g E M , G is a torus of G. G eG sincef f
 .c  .G s ker m in 4 . So G is contained in some maximal torus of G. Butf f f
all maximal tori of G are conjugate, so G : T for any maximal torus T off
 .G. Now G s G : T : G , thus G s T . Considering the restriction tof f f f f f f
 .  .T of m in 4 , we get 5 . This completes the proof.f
LEMMA 1.3. Let M be a sol¨ able algebraic monoid with unit group G and
 .with E M finite. Then
 .i If M is regular, M s TG for any maximal torus T of G and, foru
 .any f g E M ,
dim fG s dim G . 6 .u u
 .Moreo¨er, the restriction to G of m of 4 is a finite morphism from Gu f u
 .onto fG and an algebraic group isomorphism from G onto fG if char Ku u u
s 0.
 .  .  .ii If e is the minimum idempotent of M, G s G , and M ise u u e
regular m dim eG s dim G .u u
 .Proof. i M is solvable, so for any maximal torus T of G, G s T h
<  . <G . Now M is regular with E M - `; hence by Lemma 1.2,u
 .  .  .M s E M G s E T TG s TG . For any f g E M and a maximal torusu u
 .T of G, fT is a maximal torus of fG s H and fG is solvable by i , sof
that fG s fT h fG andu
dim fG s dim fT q dim fG . 7 .u
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 .  .On the other hand, by 3 and 5 , we have dim fG s dim G y dim G sf
dim G q dim fT q dim G y dim G s dim fT q dim G . Then compar-f u f u
 .  .  .ing the above with 7 , we obtain 6 . Equation 6 implies that
 < . < w x  .dim ker m s 0 so that m is finite by 18, p. 117 . If char K s 0,G Gf fu u
 .  < .then for any f g E M , ker m is a zero-dimensional closed connectedGf u
 . w xsubgroup of G by 6 and 8, Exercise 15.6 . Thus G ( fG as abstractu u u
 . w x <groups. Again since char K s 0, by 18, p. 120 , m : G ª fG is alsoGf u uu
an algebraic group isomorphism.
 . w xii G is solvable; thus so is G and, by 8, Theorem 19.3 , G is ae u
 .  . .  .closed connected normal subgroup of G. G s G : G su e u e u e u
 . .  .G : G . If M is nonregular, then considering the restriction to Ge u e u e u
 .  .of m in 4 , we have by the above that dim eG s dim G y dim G se u u u e
 . w xdim G y dim G . Since M is nonregular, by 14, Theorem 7.4 , G isu e u e
 .nontoric solvable so that dim G ) 0. Hence dim eG - dim G . Thene u u u
 .the result follows from i .
wRemark 1.4. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid. Then, by 10,
x  .  .Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 1.10 , ker M is a monoid if and only if ker M
is a group if and only if M has a minimum idempotent e.
2. GENERAL THEORY
The purpose of this section is to study the general theory of nilpotent
algebraic monoids.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid with unit
group G. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is nilpotent;
 .ii M is sol¨ able and M is a submonoid of M, in which case M is thes s
maximum closed d-monoid of M;
 .  .iii M s N T for some maximal torus T of G;M
 .iv M is sol¨ able and for some maximal torus T of G, the product map
 .m: T = G ª M is a dominant homomorphism of monoids.u
w xProof. At the outset, we observe that according to 13, Lemma 1.2 ,
 .  .  .  .  .C T s C T , C T s C T . It is routine to check that N T sM M G G G
 .N T . We are now set to prove the equivalences:G
 .  .i « iv : Trivial.
 .  .  .  .iv « iii : Assume vii . Then G : C T . G s T h G . Then G su G u
c .  .  .  .C T and then M s C T s C T : C T ; N T . .G G M M M
 .  .  .  . wiii « ii : M s N T implies that M s N T by 6, PropositionM M
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x  .  .  .2.1 . Then G s C T and M s C T so that M : C T and then, byG M s M
w x  .17, Proposition 3.3 , M l C T s T. So M s T is a submonoid of M.s M s
 .  .  .ii « i : Assume ii . Then G s M l G is a subgroup of G, ands s
w xthen the result follows from 8, Proposition 19.2 . This completes the proof
of the proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be a nilpotent algebraic monoid with G M s G.
 .Then ker M is a nilpotent group and for any algebraic monoid N and any
algebraic monoid homomorphism h: M ª N, h M is a nilpotent submonoid .
of N.
 .Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.4 that ker M is a
 .  .connected nilpotent algebraic group. Let X s h M . Then h can be .
regarded as a dominant homomorphism from M to the irreducible closed
submonoid X of N. So it suffices to prove that X is nilpotent. Note that
y1 .h 1 is both a closed subgroup of G and a closed submonoid of M with
y1 .  .  .dimension dim h 1 s dim G y dim h G and h G is a connected
 . <  .closed subgroup of G X since h : G ª G X is an algebraic groupG
w x y1 .homomorphism. On the other hand, by 18, Theorem 4.1.6 , dim h 1 s
 .  .  .dim M y dim X s dim G y dim G X . So dim G X s dim h G . But
 .  .h G is a closed connected subgroup of the connected group G X , so
 .  .  .h G s G X . Now h G is nilpotent, hence X is nilpotent.
w xBy Lemma 1.3 and 15, Lemma 4.2.5, Theorem 4.2.6 , we have
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be a sol¨ able monoid with G M s G. Then M
is regular and nilpotent m for some maximal torus T of G, the product map
m: T = G ª Mu
is a surjecti¨ e homomorphism of algebraic monoids; m is finite birational
morphism if M is regular nilpotent, and bijecti¨ e if M is regular nilpotent with
 .char K s 0. m is an algebraic monoid isomorphism if M is normal, regular,
and nilpotent.
Remark 2.4. For any connected nilpotent algebraic group G, there are
 .  .regular or nonregular nilpotent monoids M such that G s ker M / M.
For any connected nonunipotent nilpotent algebraic group G, there is a
 .regular nilpotent monoid M such that G s G M / M. For any con-
nected nontoric nonunipotent nilpotent algebraic group G, there is a
 .nonregular nilpotent monoid M with zero such that G s G M . For any
connected nonnilpotent solvable algebraic group G, there is a regular
 .  .  .or nonregular solvable monoid M with E M finite and with ker M s
G / M.
Actually, for a connected nilpotent algebraic group G, M s K = G is a
a b .  . <regular nilpotent monoid with ker M s 0 = G ( G and M s a, b0 a
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4  .g K = G is a nonregular nilpotent monoid with ker M s 0 = G ( G. If
 .nG is nonunipotent nilpotent, then G ( K* = G for some n ) 0, andu
 .ny1  .then M s K = K* = G is a regular nilpotent monoid with G M su
G « M. If G is a nontorus nonunipotent nilpotent algebraic group, then
 . wrank G / 0. So by the Renner]Waterhouse Theorem 15, Theorem
x w x.3.3.6 or 20, Theorem , there exists an irreducible monoid M with zero
 .  .such that G M s G. Since M has zero and G M is not a torus, M is
w xnonregular by the Putcha]Renner Theorem 14, Theorem 7.3 or by
Theorem 3.1. Assume G is a connected nonnilpotent solvable algebraic
<  . <group. Then M s K = G is a regular solvable monoid with E M s 2
 .and with ker M s 0 = G ( G. If we take any nonregular solvable monoid
  ..N with 0 e.g., 2 and M s N = G, then M is a nonregular solvable
 .monoid with ker M s 0 = G ( G.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid with G M s G
 .and with ker M a unipotent group. Let e be the minimum idempotent of M
 .which exists by Remark 1.4 . If M is nilpotent, then so is M. In this case,e
 .  .  .ker M s eG and dim ker M s dim G if M is regular, dim ker M -u u
dim G otherwise.u
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that G / M. Since e is the
w x  .  .minimum idempotent, by 14, Theorem 6.7 , E M s E M , which ise
finite due to the nilpotence of M . Then M is solvable by hypothesis ande
w x12, Corollary 9 and then G s T h G for any maximal torus T of G. Sou
 .  .ker M s eG s eT = eG s eG since ker M is unipotent and so eT su u
 4  .e , T s T . The nilpotence of M implies that G s T s G le e e s e e
G eG eG so that T s T eG since for any x g G and t g T , xTxy1 gs e e e
G l G s T . Therefore M is nilpotent. The rest follows from Lemma 1.3.e s e
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M be a nilpotent monoid with G M s G and
 .char K s 0. If dim M s 3 with G / M or dim G - 3 or dim M s 2,u
then M is commutati¨ e.
Proof. Clearly we need only prove that if dim G s 2, then G isu u
commutative. We show this by contradiction: If G were not commutative,u
 .  .then, since char K s 0, C G would be a one-dimensional closed con-u
w xnected normal subgroup of G by 8, Exercise 15.6 and Proposition 17.4 .u
 .  :On the other hand, for any u g G _C G , X [ u ; G is commutativeu u u
w x w x  .by 8, Exercise 17.2 and connected by 8, Exercise 15.6 since char K s 0.
 .So XC G is a closed connected subgroup of G , which would properlyu u
 .  .  .contain C G , so G s XC G . Then for any ¨ g G , ' x g X, c g C G ,u u u u u
such that ¨ s xc so that ¨u s xcu s xuc s uxc s u¨ , implying that u g
 .C G , a contradiction as desired. This proves the proposition.u
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3. REGULAR NILPOTENT MONOIDS
This is the main section, of which the goal is to characterize a regular
 .irreducible algebraic monoid to be nilpotent by 1 . We also discuss some
special cases.
We are now in a position to demonstrate our main theorem of this
paper.
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be an irreducible regular algebraic monoid. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is nilpotent;
 . <  . <  .ii E M - ` and some and hence any maximal subgroup of M is
nilpotent;
 . <  . <  .iii E M - ` and ker M is a nilpotent group;
 .  .iv both ker M and M are nilpotent monoids, where e is a minimale
 .and hence the minimum idempotent of M.
 .  .  .Proof. iv ¥ i « ii : Trivial.
 .  .ii « iii : Let e be the minimum idempotent in M, which exists by
 . Lemma 1.1. The maximal subgroups of M are H s fG s G fMf f gf
 ..  .  .  .E M , by Lemma 1.1. ker M s ker fMf s eG s e fG . Clearly, fG ª
eG given by fx ¬ ex is a surjective algebraic group homomorphism. Thus,
 .if some fG is nilpotent, so is eG s ker M .
 .  .  . w xiii « i : Assume iii . By 11, Corollary 9 , M is solvable and then
M s T h G for any maximal torus T of G. Let e be the minimumu
 .  .idempotent of M. Then ker M s eT = eG s C eT s eG. Butu eG
 .C eT is a Cartan subgroup of eG and all Cartan subgroups of eG areeG
conjugate each other, so eG has itself the unique Cartan subgroup. On the
 .   ..   ..other hand, eC T s m C T see 4 is a Cartan subgroup of eG sG e G
 . w x  .m G by 1, Proposition 12.4 . So we get eC T s eG s eT = eG . Bute G u
 .  .eC T s eT = eC T ; henceG G u
dim eC T s dim eG s dim G , . uG u u
 .by Lemma 1.3. Now C T is a closed connected subgroup of G , sinceG u u
 .  .  .C T is a closed connected subgroup of C T and C T is a closedG u G G
 .  .connected subgroup of G. Thus dim G G dim C T G dim eC T su G u G u
 .  .  .dim G and dim G s dim C T and G s C T : C T . Since G isu u G u u G u G
already solvable, by Proposition 2.1, G is nilpotent as desired.
 .  .  .iv « iii : Assume iv . Then by Remark 1.4, e is the minimum
 .  . w xidempotent of M and so E M s E M by 14, Theorem 6.7 . Since M ise e
 .  .nilpotent, E M s E M is finite, proving the theorem.e
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is a d-monoid;
 .  .ii M is regular and nilpotent with ker M a torus;
 .  .  .iii M is regular with E M finite and ker M a torus;
 . <  . <  .iv M is reducti¨ e with E M - ` and with ker M a torus.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. iv ¥ i « ii « iii are trivial and iii « i follows from
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 1.3.
 .  . wiv « iii : Provided M is reductive, M is regular by Renner 16,
x  .  .Theorem 3.1 . G s G M is reductive, thus so is ker M s eG, where e is
 .  .the minimum idempotent of M. But ker M is also solvable, so ker M is
a torus.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Let M be an irreducible regular monoid with G M s G
 .  .and with E M finite. Let e g E M be the minimum idempotent and l the
 .length of a maximal chain in E M . Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i ker M is unipotent;
 .  .ii rank G s l;
 .iii M is a maximum closed d-submonoid of M.e
 .   .  ..Once i equi¨ alently, ii or iii is satisfied, M is nilpotent and M s
M G .e u
 .  .  .  .Proof. First of all, assume the truth of i m ii m iii . If i is satis-
 .fied, then by Theorem 3.1, M is nilpotent; in this case iii holds so that Ge
is a maximal torus of G and M s G . Since M is regular nilpotent,e e
M s M G by Proposition 2.3.e u
Now we start to show the equivalences:
 .  .  .  .ii « iii : Assume ii . Then by Lemma 1.2, rank G s l s dim Me
and then the result follows.
 .  .  .iii « i : Assume iii . Then G is a maximal torus of G, and G eGe e
 .by Lemma 1.2. So G is nilpotent and G s G = G . Hence ker M s eGe u
s eG = eG s eG is unipotent.e u u
 .  .  .i « ii : Assume i . Then M is nilpotent and then G s G = G .s u
 .  4  .But ker M s eG s eG = eG is unipotent, so eG s e and so ker Ms u s
 .s eG . Then by Lemma 1.3, dim ker M s dim G . But by Lemma 1.2,u u
 .l s dim M , so l s dim G s dim G y dim eG s dim G y dim ker M se e
 .dim G y dim G s rank G as needed to complete the proof.u
Remark 3.4. Given a connected reductive algebraic group G / 1. On
wthe one hand, by the Renner]Waterhouse Theorem and 14, Theorem
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x  .7.3 , there exists a reductive monoid M with zero such that G s G M . So
 .some restriction on E M for assuring a reductive monoid M to be
nilpotent is necessary. On the other hand, K = G is a reductive monoid,
 .  .4  .whose idempotents are 0, 1 , 1, 1 and ker K = G s 0 = G ( G, so
 .some restraint on ker M is not superfluous for controlling the nilpotence
of a reductive monoid M.
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Let M be an irreducible regular monoid with G M / M.
  ..  .If dim M s 2 or rank G M s 1, then M is nilpotent m E M is finite.
  ..Proof. It suffices to show the corollary for M being of rank G M s 1.
<  . <  .  .Assume E M - `. Let G s G M . G / M and rank G s 1. Then, by
w x  .12, Proposition 3 , M is solvable and so is ker M . Let e be the minimum
idempotent of M. Since for any maximal torus T of G, G s T h G ,u
 .  .  .ker M s eT h eG . E M s E T by Lemma 1.1, so e g T. By Lemmau
 .  .  41.1, dim T s dim T s 1 s dim T , so T s T. Hence eT s e ande e e
 .hence ker M s eG is unipotent. Theorem 3.1 then applies.u
wWe record the following well known fact, which is due to Putcha 10,
xLemma 3.11 and shows the essentiality of the requirement for algebraic
closedness of the base field K for algebraic monoids, as an inference of
Corollary 3.2:
COROLLARY 3.6. Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid with zero 0. If
 .M s G M j 0, then dim M s 1.
 .  .  4Proof. If M s G M j 0, then M is regular with 0 and E M s 1, 0 .
So by Corollary 3.2, M is a d-monoid. Since M has 0, dim M s 1, the
 .length of a maximal chain in E M , proving the corollary.
4. NONREGULAR NILPOTENT MONOIDS
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an irreducible nonregular monoid with E M
  ..finite and with rank G M s 1. Let e be the minimum idempotent of M. If
 .M is nilpotent, then M is nilpotent with ker M unipotent.e
 . wProof. Let G s G M . Since M is nonregular, M / G. Then, by 12,
x  .Proposition 3 , M is solvable since rank G s 1. So G s T h G for anyu
 .maximal torus T of G, so that ker M s eG s eT h eG . Since, by Lemmau
 .  .1.1, e g E T s E T , we have that dim T s dim T q dim eT s dim T se e e
 4  .1, i.e., eT s e . Hence ker M s eG is unipotent. We are then done byu
Theorem 2.5.
 .EXAMPLE 4.2. Let M be given by 2 , H an arbitrary connected
nilpotent group. Then N s M = H is a nonregular nilpotent monoid with
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 .   .E N finite, N nilpotent where e s 0, 1 is the minimum idempotent ofe
.  .N and with ker N s 0 = H ( H.
Remark 4.3. Theorem 2.5 and the preceding example suggest the
 .following question: If M is an irreducible nonregular monoid with E M
 . finite and with both ker M and M nilpotent where e is the minimume
.idempotent of M , is M nilpotent? The following example was pointed out
to me by Dr. L. Renner and answers the above question negatively. Let
a b .  . . < 4M s M, ) s , s a, b g K, s g K* , of which the multiplication ) is0 a
a b c d ac sad q bc . .  . .  . .defined by , s ) , t s , st . Then it is easy to check0 a 0 c 0 ac
that M is an irreducible three-dimensional nonregular monoid, for which
a b .  .  . . < 4 wi G [ G M s , s g M a / 0 is solvable by 9, Corollary0 a
x4 .
0 01 0 .  .   . .  . .4ii E M s 1 s , 1 , e s , 1 .0 1 0 0
a b .  . . < 4iii M s , 1 a, b g K is naturally isomorphic to the sub-e 0 a
a b . < 4  .monoid a, b g K of M K and so is nilpotent.20 a
0 0 .  .  . . < 4iv ker M s eM s , s s g K* ( K* is a torus. Then by
0 0
 .Theorem 4.1, rank G ) 1.
 .  .It is easily seen that M / G / G is noncommutative. So rank G s 2u
and dim G s 1. So M is not nilpotent.u
 .nEXAMPLE 4.4. Let N s M = K* = U, where n G 0, M is given by
the previous example and U is a connected unipotent algebraic group.
 .Then N is an irreducible nonregular nonnilpotent monoid with E N
 .finite and with N nilpotent where e is the minimum idempotent of N ,e
 .  .nq1for which ker N ( K* = U is a nonunipotent nilpotent group.
Therefore, for any connected nonunipotent nilpotent group H, there is an
 .irreducible nonnilpotent monoid M with E M finite and M nilpotent,e
 .where e is the minimum idempotent of M, such that ker M s H.
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